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Rationale: Due to rapid urbanization, population and number of vehicles are increased very fast in urban 

areas. Sprawl in urban area necessitates efficient road/railway network and reliable mass transportation 

systems to cater the increased need of the passengers and goods trips within urban as well as suburban area. 

Safe, economic, timely and comfortable urban mass transportation systems reduce private vehicle trips, 

which ultimately reduce traffic congestion, accidents and environmental pollution. Study of this subject 

imparts knowledge of urbanization process, urban transportation system planning, land use planning, travel 

demand modeling procedure, different urban mass transportation systems and urban goods movement. 

 

Teaching and Examination Scheme: 
 

Teaching Scheme Credits Examination Marks Total 

Marks L T P C Theory Marks Practical Marks 

ESE 

(E) 

PA (M) ESE (V) PA 

(I) PA ALA ESE OEP 

3 1 0 4 70 20 10 30 0 20 150 

 

Content: 

Sr. No. Content Total 

Hrs 

% Weightage 

1 Urbanization, urban class groups, transportation problems and 

identification, impacts of transportation, urban transport system planning 

process, modeling techniques in planning. 

4 10 

2 Urban mass transportation systems: urban transit problems, travel 

demand, types of transit systems, public, private, para-transit transport, 

mass and rapid transit systems, BRTS and Metro rails, capacity, merits 

and comparison of systems, coordination, types of coordination. 

6 15 

3 Introduction to land use planning models, land use and transportation 

interaction.  The transportation study area definition; division into traffic 

zones; network identification and coding; types of trips, characteristics of 

various surveys; home interview; roadside survey; goods, mass transit 

and intermediate public transport surveys; sampling and expansion 

factors; accuracy checks, screen line checks, consistency checks. 

9 20 

4 Travel demand modeling: Trip generation-zonal regression and category 

analysis, Trip distribution-growth factor models, gravity model, 

opportunity models, Desire line diagram. Modal split analysis-trip end 

15 35 



 

Suggested Specification table with Marks (Theory): 

Distribution of Theory Marks 

R Level U Level A Level N Level E Level C Level 

15 15 10 20 30 10 

Legends: R: Remembrance; U: Understanding; A: Application, N: Analyze and E: Evaluate C: Create and 

above Levels (Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy) 

Note: This specification table shall be treated as a general guideline for students and teachers. The actual 

distribution of marks in the question paper may vary slightly from above table. 

 

Reference Books: 

1. B.G.Hutchinson, Principles of urban transportation system planning- McGraw-Hill, New York, 

1974 

2. Edward K.Morlok, Transportation Engg. and Planning 

3. W.Dickey, Metropolitan Transportation Planning Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 1975 

4. Blunder and Black, Land useTtransportation System 

5. J.Ortuzer and L.G. Willumsen, Modelling Transport, Johan Wiley and Sons Chincester,1994 

6. Vukan R. Vuchic, Urban Transit : Operations, Planning and Economics, Wiley Sons Publishers. 

7. Peter White, Public Transport, UCL Press 

8. Kadiyali L.R., Traffic Engineering and Transport Planning, Khanna Publishers 

9. Khisty, C J., Transportation Engineering – An Introduction, Prentice-Hall, NJ 

10. S.C. Saxena, Traffic Planning and Design, Dhanpat Rai Pub., New Delhi. 

11. Partho Chakraborty and Animesh Das, Principles of Transportation Engineering, PHI 

12. C. S. Papacostas, Fundamentals of Transportation System Analysis, PHI. 

13. James H. Banks, Introduction to Transportation Engineering, WCB-McGraw Hill, New York 

 

Course Outcome: 

After learning the course the students should be able to: 

1. Know about urban transportation system planning process, land use planning, different urban mass 

transit systems-their merits and limitations, different types of transportation surveys, travel demand 

modeling, urban mass transit system operation and urban goods movement. 

2. Carry out trip generation, trip distribution, modal split and trip assignment analysis. 

 

models, trip interchange models, logit models, Trip assignment 

techniques-route choice, diversion curves, shortest path algorithms, all-

or-nothing assignment, capacity restraint models and Direct demand 

models. 

5 Mass transit systems: Introduction to routing and scheduling, transit 

system’s performance parameters. Corridor identification and corridor 

screen line analysis. Urban forms and structures: point, linear, radial, 

poly-nuclear developments and suitable transit systems, Urban goods 

movement. Preparation of comprehensive plan and transportation system 

management planning. 

8 20 



List of Tutorials: 

- Field Visit to Urban Mass Transportation System Service - Depot, Terminals, Offices. 

1. Students can conduct home interview survey in group for the different zone/ward areas of city. From the 

collected data, they can develop zonal regression models, carry out category analysis, prepare base year O-

D matrix and desire line diagram, mode wise and purpose wise trip distribution, trip length frequency 

distribution and prepare power point presentation of all this analysis. 

 

2. Students can evaluate the existing mass transportation system. They can conduct the survey of boarding 

and alighting of passengers, find the actual demand on the routes and ascertain the optimum routing and 

scheduling.  

 

List of Open Source Software/learning website:  

Tirps, TransCad - academic version for the students. 

 

ACTIVE LEARNING ASSIGNMENTS:  Preparation  of power-point slides, which include videos, 

animations, pictures, graphics for better understanding theory and practical work – The faculty will allocate 

chapters/ parts of chapters to groups of students so that the entire syllabus to be covered. The power-point 

slides should be put up on the web-site of the College/ Institute, along with the names of the students of the 

group, the name of the faculty, Department and College on the first slide. The best three works should 

submit to GTU. 

 


